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We reconsider the coupled wire construction, which is a useful method of obtaining two and three-
dimensional topologically ordered states from an array of one-dimensional CFTs, and show that there is the
hidden structure in the bulk of the constructed model. In order to uncover the structure hidden in the gapped
bulk, we introduce a generalized Wilson line and show the necessity of introducing a new gauge field, which
behaves like the Chern-Simons gauge field. From these examination, it is possible to show that in this formula-
tion the bulk theory is the U(1) Chern-Simons gauge theory and the edge theory is the chiral Luttinger theory.
We explicitly demonstrate our method for the Laughlin states and the chiral spin liquid state.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Pm, 05.30.Pr, 73.43.-f, 73.43.Cd
I. INTRODUCTION
Better understanding of topological order [1] is one of the
most fundamental and important problems in modern con-
densed matter physics. The Abelian fractional quantum Hall
state, which is now called the Laughlin state, was discovered
experimentally in 80’s [2] and since then many other topolog-
ically ordered states have been proposed theoretically [3–10].
Since these states are featureless in the bulk, it is not pos-
sible to distinguish them by local order parameters. There-
fore, we inevitably use an intrinsically non-local description.
It is necessary to formulate an inherently non-local and non-
perturbative field theory in order to gain a deeper understand-
ing of topological order.
In this paper, we focus on an approach to the construction
of topologically ordered states initiated by Kane and his col-
laborators [11], which is called the coupled-wire construc-
tion (CWC). Specifically, it is a method of obtaining two-
dimensional topologically ordered states from an array of one-
dimensional wires put on a plane by introducing interactions
among them. It is possible to construct various topologi-
cally ordered states by changing the one dimensional theories
and tailoring the interactions to the desired states. Recently,
CWC has been employed to construct various two- and three-
dimensional topological states. The list includes the Abelian
and non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall states [11, 12] and
the chiral spin liquid states [13]. We can also use CWC to
construct topological insulators and superconductors [14] in
two- and three dimensions in the similar way [15–18]. In
particular, the derivation of the periodic table of integer and
fractional fermionic topological phases and the entanglement
structure analysis are discussed [19].
However, there are two problems in the conventional for-
mulation of CWC: first of all, the local gauge invariance is
broken after introducing the interactions that are necessary
to impose constraints among the wires and obtain non-trivial
topological orders. This is not quite satisfactory and we have
to improve it. Second point is that the original formulation
[11, 12] focuses only on the edge effective theory and how the
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bulk effective theory emerges is not very clear. Namely, the
fermion or boson fields are defined on the individual wires,
whereas there is no fields in the space among wires. This
problem is equivalent to the lack of the (two-dimensional)
bulk theories and is intrinsically due to the formalism.
In this paper, we show that the two problems mentioned
above are resolved by introducing the Peierls phase and con-
sidering the Wilson line [20] between wires. For this purpose,
it is convenient to adopt the Lagrangian formulation that en-
ables us to discuss symmetries easily. The combination of
the Wilson line and the fermions is a gauge invariant object
and is often used in nuclear physics for the description of the
quark confinement. Note that we need to generalize the con-
ventional form of the Wilson line as it is not quite convenient
for our formulation of CWC. With the generalized form of
the Wilson line, a bulk theory naturally appears in the space
among the wires.
What is necessary for us to conclude that the constructed
state is in fact in some topological ordered state? First, we
need to identify the fundamental degrees of freedom in the
construction, e.g., charge, spin, etc. Second, the identification
between the effective theory constructed and the conventional
effective theory. One of the most critical features of the effec-
tive theories of topologically ordered states is the bulk/edge
correspondence [21, 22]. In our construction, the effective
theories in the bulk and in the edge are derived simultaniously,
so we may identify the constructed state with the topologically
ordered state more persuasively than the original formulation.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will try
to reformulate CWC by taking the Laughlin states for an ex-
ample. The role of the Wilson line will be explained and both
the bulk effective theory and the edge one will be derived.
Moreover we will discuss the excitation and the quasiparticle
in the state, and derive the filling factor hierarchical structure.
In Sec. III, another example, the chiral spin liquid state, is
obtained in the similar way of the Laughlin state.
II. LAUGHLIN STATE IN COUPLED WIRE
CONSTRUCTON
The Laughlin state has been a paradigmatic example in the
study of topological order. It has been experimentally real-
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2ized in two-dimensional electron systems in a strong magnetic
field [2]. Theoretically, we can describe the basic properties
of this state with the effective field theories and the bulk-edge
correspondence. For the Laughlin state with the filling factor
ν = 1/m, the effective theory in the bulk is the level-m U(1)
Chern-Simons gauge theory [23, 24], and that in the edge is
the chiral Luttinger-liquid theory [25].
The construction of the Laughlin state by using CWC has
been proposed by Kane et al. [11] and the method has been ex-
tended later to the non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall cases
by Teo and Kane [12] and other states with topological order.
However, the formulation is not gauge-invariant and lacks the
viewpoint of the bulk effective Chern-Simons theory. In or-
der to understand the emergence of the non-trivial topological
order in the two-dimensional bulk from the stacking of one-
dimensional wires, we recast it into a gauge-invariant formu-
lation. In this section, we will explain the reformulated CWC
for the Laughlin state and show how the effective theories in
the bulk and the edge appear in this construction. It will be
also shown that the gapped excitation only exists in the bulk
and it is Abelian anyons.
A. From single wire to coupled wires
Let us begin with the one-dimensional theory defined on
each wire. The one-dimensional wires running in the x-
direction are aligned in parallel on the xy-plane with the inter-
wire distance a, as is shown in Fig. 1(a). A strong magnetic
field B applied perpendicular to the plane is incorporated by
the gauge potential A = (−By, 0) (Landau gauge) [26]. We
consider a non-relativistic spinless fermion (with mass M )
moving on each wire (labelled by j) with the dispersion rela-
tionEj(kx) = (kx+bj)2/2M with b = eaB/~ [see Fig. 1(b);
e < 0 for electrons and hence b < 0]. The inclusion of inter-
actions among the neighboring wires opens the gaps at the
crossing points, which are identified with the gaps separat-
ing the Landau levels. At the filling fraction ν < 1 where
the lowest Landau level is partially filled, the Fermi momen-
tum kF is well-defined and related to ν as ν = 2kF/|b|. Af-
ter the linearization of the low-energy dispersion around the
two Fermi points, we have two Dirac fermions Rj (around
kx = −bj + kF) and Lj (kx = −bj − kF) that are related to
the original spineless fermion cj(x) as [27]
cj(x) ≈ Rj(x) + Lj(x) . (1)
The low-energy effective action for the j-th wire reads as
S
(j)
0 =
∫
d2x v0Fψ¯jiγ
µ
(
∂µ − i e~A
(j)
µ − iKF,µγ5
)
ψj , (2)
where the summation over the repeated Greek indices µ =
0, 1 is implied and d2x = dtdx. The velocity given by v0F =
~kF/M is common to all wires. The Dirac fermions ψj and
ψ¯j have the following representation,
ψj =
(
Rj
Lj
)
, ψ¯j = ψ
†
jγ
0. (3)
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) An array of coupled wires in a perpen-
dicular magnetic field. The wires interact with their nearest neigh-
bors thorough the Wilson lines, which are shown with the red lines.
(b) The energy band structure of the coupled wires. A perpendic-
ular magnetic field in the Landau gauge shifts the quadratic disper-
sion relations of the individual wires (labelled by j) in a j-dependent
manner: k → k + bj. The interactions between the adjacent wires
cause the gaps at the crossing points and the Landau-level structure
is formed. If we set the Fermi energy EF below the gap (as shown by
dashed line), the Fermi momentum kF and the filling factor ν can be
defined well.
and we have introduced the following Dirac gamma matrices:
γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γ1 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
γ5 = γ
0γ1 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
.
(4)
The Dirac fermions are minimally coupled to the U(1) gauge
field A(j)µ = (0, A(j)x ) = (0,−Baj) induced by the perpen-
dicular magnetic field and KF,µ = (0,−kF) has been intro-
duced to take care of the R/L-dependent shift from the refer-
ence momentum k(j)x = −bj.
Using the Abelian bosonization, a spinless fermion on each
chain (j) can be expressed, in low energies, in terms of the
bosons φj,L/R as
Rj =
κj√
2pia0
ei(−bj+kF)x exp (iφj,R)
Lj =
κj√
2pia0
ei(−bj−kF)x exp (iφj,L) ,
(5)
where κj are the Klein factors necessary for the anti-
commutation among the spineless fermions on different wires.
3Then, in terms of the bosonic fields Φj (compactified on a cir-
cle with radius 1) and their duals Θj
Φj =
1
2
(φj,R + φj,L) , Θj =
1
2
(φj,R − φj,L) , (6)
the low-energy effective Hamiltonian for the spineless
fermion on the j-th chain is given by
H(j)Dirac =
v0F
2pi
∫
dx
∑
j
{
1
Kj
: (∂xΦj)
2 : +Kj : (∂xΘj)
2 :
}
.
(7)
The Luttinger-liquid parameter Kj equals to 1 for the non-
interacting case and may be modified in the presence of inter-
actions.
We next would like to introduce the interactions among the
wires. Let us consider only a pair of wires j and (j + 1). In
gapping out most of the gapless degrees of freedom and leav-
ing only the gapless chiral Luttinger liquids at the edges, the
authors of Refs. [11, 12] introduced the following elaborate
inter-wire interaction allowed by U(1) and translation sym-
metries:
Hint = −g
∑
j
:
(
L†j+1Rj
)m+1
2
(
L†jRj+1
)m−1
2
: (8)
wherem is an odd integer. Here, we are not very precise about
the ordering of the fermion operators; we assume that they are
correctly ordered in such a way that, when bosonized, they
reproduce (9). Roughly, this interaction is made up of simul-
taneous m−12 -pled (intra-wire) backscattering on the adjacent
wires and inter-wire single-particle hopping (i.e.,Hint consists
of m-particle processes). On the other hand, in terms of the
bosonic fields,Hint reads as
Hint = −g
∑
j
∫
dx : cos [Φj+1 − Φj −m(Θj+1 + Θj)] :
= −g
∑
j
∫
dx : cos [(Φj+1 −mΘj+1)− (Φj +mΘj)] : .
(9)
Physically, the part Φj+1−Φj comes from the single-particle
hopping between neighboring wires, while m(Θj+1 + Θj)
from the tailored backscattering within individual chains [11,
12].
However, this interaction is not gauge invariant and we have
to modify it by introducing the Peierls phase [16]:
Hint = −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy e~AyRj
)m+1
2
×
(
L†je
i
∫
dy(− e~Ay)Rj+1
)m−1
2
+ h.c.
= −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1Rj+1
)m−1
2
(
L†jRj
)m−1
2
×
[
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy e~AyRj
]
+ h.c. ,
(10)
where Ay is the y-component of the gauge field. This modifi-
cation is equivalent to that in Ref. [16].
In the strong-coupling limit (g  1), the fields are no
longer independent but are pinned to obey the local constraints
(Φj+1(x)− Φj(x))−m (Θj+1(x) + Θj(x)) =
∫ j+1
j
dy
e
~
Ay ,
(11)
which is the key to the coupled-wire construction of the
Laughlin state. Note that here the “local” means the boson
fields Φ and Θ depend on the coordinate x in the each wire.
B. Generalized Wilson line
In gauge theories, especially in QCD, the Wilson line is
used to construct a gauge-invariant non-local correlator be-
tween hadrons (see, e.g., [20]). For instance, the combination
ψ¯(x1) exp
[
i
∫ x1
x0
dxµAµ
]
ψ(x0) (12)
is obviously invariant under the usual local gauge transforma-
tion
ψ → eiϕ(x)ψ, ψ¯ → ψ¯e−iϕ(x), Aµ → Aµ + ∂µϕ. (13)
We would like to use the Wilson line in order to examine the
relation between the wires and derive the feature of the two-
dimensional bulk theory, which might be the Chern-Simons
gauge theory.
However, instead of using Eq. (12), we adopt a slightly dif-
ferent form of the Wilson line:
ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay + ayγ5
)]
ψj , (14)
where y is the coordinate specifying the position between the
wires j and j + 1. The y-component of the gauge field Ay al-
ready appeared in Eq. (10). On the other hand, the ay , which,
for the moment, is just an unknown field, will turn out to be
the U(1) Chern-Simons gauge field in Sec. II C.
Having introduced the Dirac fermions ψj and ψ¯j+1 describ-
ing the individual wires, let us consider the symmetries under
which the entire system is kept invariant. Before introducing
the interaction (8), only forward scattering interactions exist
and the system is invariant under a diagonal U(1) transforma-
tion and a global chiral U(1) transformation:
ψj → eiϕjψj , ψ¯j → ψ¯je−iϕj [diagonal U(1)] (15)
and
ψj → eiθjγ5ψj , ψ¯j → ψ¯jeiθjγ5 [chiral U(1)] , (16)
respectively. From the expressions (5) and (6), it is clear that
the two U(1) operations (15) and (16) respectively correspond
to the translation for the fields Φj and Θj :
Φj(x)→ Φj(x) + ϕj and Θj(x)→ Θj(x) + θj . (17)
4For simplicity, here we only consider the global (i.e., x-
independent) gauge transformation on each wire, while keep-
ing the j-dependence of {ϕj , θj}. We can readily generalize
it to the fully local gauge transformation by introducing the
gauge field Ax. The y-component Ay is less trivial as the sys-
tem is discrete in the stacking (y) direction. In this case, as
has been discussed in the previous section, one may use the
Peierls phase or the Wilson line to introduce Ay .
Now let us consider the fate of the gauge transformations
(17) in the strong-coupling limit. In doing so, we first note
that, in this limit, the above two gauge transformations must
satisfy the following constraints in order for the pinning con-
dition (11) to be kept invariant:
θj+1 + θj =
1
m
(ϕj+1 − ϕj) . (18)
In other words, the essence of the inter-wire interaction is
to lock the independent parameters {ϕj , θj} by imposing the
constraint (18) between the two gauge transformations (15)
(diagonal) and (16) (chiral) thereby leaving only a subset of
the gauge transformations. In the following, we think of this
residual symmetry as responsible for some emergent gauge
structure (in the y-direction).
We begin with the modified inter-wire interaction (10). As
the chiral transformation (16) is constrained by the relation
(18), it transforms as follows:
Hint = −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy e~AyRj
)m+1
2
×
(
L†je
i
∫
dy(− e~Ay)Rj+1
)m−1
2
+ h.c.
(16)−−→ −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy e~Ay+i(θj+θj+1)Rj
)m+1
2
×
(
L†je
i
∫
dy(− e~Ay)+i(θj+θj+1)Rj+1
)m−1
2
+ h.c.
= −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1Rj+1
)m−1
2
(
L†jRj
)m−1
2
×
[
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy e~Ay+i(ϕj+1−ϕj)Rj
]
+ h.c.
= −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1Rj+1
)m−1
2
(
L†jRj
)m−1
2
×
[
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy e~ (Ay+
~
e ∂yϕ)Rj
]
+ h.c. ,
(19)
where, in passing to the final result, we have used the con-
straint (18) to trade θj + θj+1 with ϕj+1 − ϕj . We can see
here that the chiral invariance of the interaction (8) is replaced
with the usual gauge transformation
Ay → Ay + ~
e
∂yϕ (20)
through the constraint (18). Therefore, one sees that, as far
as the interaction (8) is concerned, the chiral transformation is
no longer independent and may be expressed as the ordinary
vector transformation on Ay .
However, this is not the case for other (Wilson-line-like)
operators and this necessitates us introducing another gauge
field which governs the low-energy physics even without the
external electromagnetic field Aµ. To see this, let us consider
the usual Wilson line:
ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay
)]
ψj . (21)
The constraint condition (18) connects the gauge transforma-
tion (15) and the chiral transformation (16) for the fermion
fields ψ and ψ¯. On the other hand, if we consider the chiral
transformation (16) on the usual Wilson line (21), we have to
consider the γ5 term in the exponential. This suggests us to
consider the following generalized Wilson line:
ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay + ayγ5
)]
ψj . (22)
In general, this is not invariant under the chiral transfor-
mation either. Nevertheless, with the constraint (18), we can
make it chiral-invariant
ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay + ayγ5
)]
ψj
(16)−−→
ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay + ayγ5
)
+ i (θj+1 + θj) γ5
]
ψj
= ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay + ayγ5
)
+ i
1
m
(ϕj+1 − ϕj) γ5
]
ψj
= ψ¯j+1 exp
{
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
[
e
~
Ay +
(
ay +
1
m
∂yϕ
)
γ5
]}
ψj ,
(23)
provided that ay transforms properly under the chiral transfor-
mation (16):
ay → ay + 1
m
∂yϕ . (24)
We call the operator defined in Eq. (22) the generalized Wil-
son line.
Note that just to keep the Hamiltonian invariant, we do not
need to introduce the gauge field ay . In fact, we first note that
the generalized Wilson line (22) is written in terms of L and
R as
L†j+1 exp i
∫
dy
( e
~
Ay + ay
)
Rj
+R†j+1 exp i
∫
dy
( e
~
Ay − ay
)
Lj .
(25)
5Then, we are led to adopting, instead of (10), the following:
Hint = −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy( e~Ay+ay)Rj
)m+1
2
×
(
L†je
i
∫
dy(− e~Ay+ay)Rj+1
)m−1
2
+ h.c.
= −g
∑
j
(
L†j+1Rj+1
)m−1
2
(
L†jRj
)m−1
2
×
[
L†j+1e
i
∫
dy( e~Ay+may)Rj
]
+ h.c. .
(26)
Therefore, as long as the constraint (18) is satisfied, the trans-
formations (20) and (24) equally do the job in order to keep
the Hamiltonian (26) invariant under (16).
C. Bulk effective theory
What we have to do next is to examine the physical role
of the gauge field ay in this formalism. The Dirac fermions
(2) defined on the individual wires are subject to the “external
fields” Ajµ and KFµ. These fields can be formally eliminated
from the covariant derivative by the following mixed transfor-
mation
ψj → ei
∫
dxµ( e~A(j)µ +KFµγ5)χj ,
ψ¯j → χ¯jei
∫
dxµ(− e~A(j)µ +KFµγ5)
(27)
or, equivalently, by
Rj → ei(−bj+kF)xRj , Lj → ei(−bj−kF)xLj (28)
as
S
(j)
0 →
∫
d2xχ¯jiγ
µ∂µχj . (29)
This transformation also changes the form of the operator (14)
as
ψ¯j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
( e
~
Ay + ayγ5
)]
ψj
→ χ¯j+1 exp
{
i
∫ (j+1)a
ja
dy
∫
dx[
e
~
B + 2pi
(
1
2pi
∂xay +
kF
pia
)
γ5
]}
χj .
(30)
Since the integral
∫
dydx is taken over the two-dimensional
region between the two wires j and (j + 1), all the functions
that are to be integrated are defined in the two-dimensional
bulk. The quantity kF/(pia) may be viewed as the area-density
of the fermion and therefore we expect that ∂xay/(2pi) plays
the role of the density fluctuation. As the density is the tempo-
ral component of the conserved current in (2+1)-dimensional
space-time, which is parametrized as Jµ ∝ µνρ∂νaρ [28], the
correct form of the density should read as:
ρ =
κ
2pi
ij∂iaj =
κ
2pi
(∂xay − ∂yax) , (31)
with an unknown constant of proportionality κ.
From this interpretation, we can derive the Chern-Simons
term as follows. In the next subsection, following Refs. [11,
12], we will define the bulk quasiparticles by the 2pi shift of
the field Φ (and hence ϕ). This definition and the constraint
(18) show that the electric charge of the quasiparticle is frac-
tional: e/m. Therefore we may write the relation between the
fluctuating part of the electron density ρ and the gauge field
ay as
1
2pi
ij∂iaj =
1
m
ρ . (32)
Taking time-derivative of both sides of (32) and using the con-
tinuity equation of the fermion current, ∂0ρ + ∂iJ i = 0, we
obtain
∂i
{
1
2pi
ij∂0aj +
1
m
J i
}
= 0 , (33)
which then implies
1
2pi
ij∂0aj +
1
m
J i = ij∂jf (34)
for a certain function f . If we define a0 ≡ 2pif , we can write
the current as
Jµ =
m
2pi
µνρ∂νaρ . (35)
The Lagrangian that yields the relations (35) as the equations
of motion is known to be the level-m U(1) Chern-Simons
gauge theory [29]:
LCS = m
4pi
µνρaµ∂νaρ − aµJµ. (36)
Therefore, we may conclude that ay appearing in the Wilson
line (22) is the y-component of the U(1) Chern-Simons gauge
field. Recently, the effective Chern-Simons theory (36) has
been derived in the context of coupled-wire approach to frac-
tional Chern insulators by calculating the electromagnetic re-
sponse [16]. Here we derived the same result by considering
the residual symmetry that survives the inter-wire coupling
and the current conservation.
Moreover, we can extract the information of the filling fac-
tor from the form of the Wilson line (30). The ratio of eB to
2kF/a have to 1/m by the effect of the constraint between a
gauge and a chiral transformation. Therefore the filling factor
is
ν =
2kF
b
=
1
m
. (37)
6FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The existence of the Chern-Simons
gauge theory in the two-dimensional region between a pair of ad-
jacent wires. The filling factor is tuned by the interaction. The
magnetic field, the rotation of the Chern-Simons gauge field and
the area-density of the fermion are defined in the two-dimensional
bulk. (b) Quasiparticles in the bulk space. The moving quasiparti-
cle around the others is affected the phase change through the back-
ground Chern-Simons gauge field, so the quasiparticles obey frac-
tional statistics.
D. Quasi-particle excitations
Finally, let us discuss the excitations and the filling factor
hierarchy. We have so far considered an arbitrary pair of adja-
cent wires and the Wilson line between them. However, there
are several wires on a plane, so we should include the effect
of all of them. In the case where the number of the wires is
finite (e.g. Ny), the first and the last wires correspond to the
edge and the others to the bulk.
All low-energy fluctuations are suppressed in the bulk
by the suitably designed interactions (9) and we can show
[11, 12] that the only low-energy excitations exist near the
edges and are described by the chiral-Luttinger-liquid theo-
ries [30–32]. The key in the derivation of the bulk Chern-
Simons theory was the relation (18) that constrains possible
shift of the fields. However, due to the periodicity of the
cosine-interaction (9), we may allow for the following shift
for possible (strong-coupling) ground states:
Θj+1 + Θj =
1
m
(Φj+1 − Φj)
→ Θj+1 + Θj = 1
m
{Φj+1 − Φj + 2piQj,j+1} ,
(38)
where Qj,j+1 is an arbitrary integer. From this, one may sus-
pect that there are infinitely many degenerate ground states
corresponding to all the possible shifts of the above form.
However, careful analysis similar to that used in Refs. [33, 34]
shows that, when the system is periodic in the y-direction (i.e.,
2-torus), any shifts satisfying
∑Ny
j=1Qj,j+1 = 0 (mod m; Ny
being the number of wires) can be absorbed into the gauge
redundancy
φj,L → φj,L+2piNj,L , φj,R → φj,R+2piNj,L (Nj,L,R ∈ Z)
(39)
of the fermions [see Eq. (6)] and do not generate physically
distinct states. This implies that there exist preciselym gauge-
inequivalent ground states as is predicted by the direct analy-
sis of the Abelian Chern-Simons gauge theories on a torus
[35, 36].
We can consider the gapped excitations in the bulk as well.
In order to create the quasi-particle excitations, let us consider
the following solitonic configuration [12]:
Θj+1 + Θj =
1
m
(Φj+1 − Φj) (40)
→ Θj+1 + Θj = 1
m
{
Φj+1 − Φj + 2piqQPϑstep(x− x(j)q )
}
,
(41)
where ϑstep(x−x(j)q ) denotes the step function. In order to see
that this configuration in fact corresponds to a quasiparticle
between the two wires, let us consider again the Wilson line
(22). By repeating the same steps as in Sec. II C, we see that
the additional term 2piqQPϑstep(x−x(j)q ) shifts the density term
in Eq. (30) as
1
2pi
∂xay → 1
2pi
∂xay +
1
m
qQPδ(x− x(j)q ) , (42)
where the delta functions comes from the derivative of the step
function. By the argument in Sec. II C, this implies that the
solitonic configuration (42) creates a charge qQP/m fractional-
ized particle between the two wires j and j+1. The fractional
statistics of the quasiparticles can be understood from the frac-
tional charge. If a quasiparticle move through a closed loop C
around others, it feels the Aharonov-Bohm phase of the mag-
netic field and the quasi-particle fluxes 1mqQPδ(x − x(j)q ) in
the region enclosed in the loop C. The latter effect causes
the phase shift 2piN/m, where N is the number of the quasi-
particles in the region. In the case of the exchange of two
quasi-particles, the phase is pi/m and this shows the mutual
fructional statistics of quasi-particles.
It is possible to construct the hierarchical states [37, 38]
from the discussion of the quasiparticle. The hierarchical state
with filling factor (m − 1/n)−1 (n ∈ Z) is the 1/n Laughlin
state of quaiparticles formed over the original 1/m one, where
the ratio of the original fermion density to the quasiparticle
density is n to 1. Therefore we should tune the constraint
imposing over the 1/m Laughlin state to
2pi(Qj+1 −Qj) = 1
n
(Θj+1 + Θj). (43)
If we translate (Qj+1 − Qj) to θ and ϕ by using the original
1/m Laughlin state constraint, the relation between a gauge
and a chiral transformation is
Θj+1 + Θj =
1
m− 1n
(Φj+1 − Φj) . (44)
Therefore we can find this state has the filling factor ν = (m−
1/n)−1. From all these results, the bulk and edge effective
theory, the fractional statistics of the quasiparticles, and the
hierarchical structure, we can identify the constructed state as
the ν = 1/m Laughlin state.
III. CHIRAL SPIN LIQUID STATE IN COUPLED WIRE
CONSTRUCTION
We can also construct the (Abelian) chiral spin liquid state
[5, 6], which is another example of topologically ordered
7states with anyonic excitations. The chiral spin liquid is con-
sidered as a ν = 1/2 fractional quantum Hall state of bosonic
magnons (i.e., spin flip excitations). The bulk is effectively
described by the level-2 U(1) Chern-Simons gauge theory
and the quasiparticles are spinon excitations obeying semionic
statistics [5]. On the other hand, the edge state is the chiral
Luttinger liquid for spinons.
A. Fictitious magnetic field through spin-orbit interaction
Let us again begin with the theory for a single wire. We
follow similar steps except that, due to the additional spin de-
grees of freedom, we need to introduce, instead of the spinless
fermions, spin-1/2 (i.e., spin unpolarized) Dirac fermions
ψj =
(
Rj
Lj
)
=
R+,jR−,jL+,j
L−,j
 , (45)
where the ± represent the spin up and down.
In the chiral spin liquids, in their original forms, time-
reversal symmetry is broken as a consequence of many-body
correlations. Here we mimic the spin-spin interactions by the
spin-selective “gauge potential” introduced by the spin-orbit
interaction [13, 39]
Hso,j = −iλSO
∫
dxψ†jσ3∂xψj . (46)
In the low-energy limit, this amounts to shifting the spatial
derivative as (with m being the mass of the spinful electron)
∂x → ∂x + imλsoσ3 . (47)
We also add the Zeeman coupling that changes the chemical
potentials in an opposite way for + and −:
HZ,j = −gµBH
∫
dxψ†j (1⊗ σ3)ψj
→ −gµBH
∫
dx
(
R†jσ3Rj + L
†
jσ3Lj
)
.
(48)
Summing up all these terms, we obtain the continuum-limit
action for the j-th wire:
Sj =
∫
d2xψ¯jiγ
µ
(
∂µ − ikFµγc5 − ikso,jµ γs5 − ikZ,jµ γc5γs5
)
ψj ,
(49)
where the Dirac conjugate is written as
ψ¯j = ψ
†
jγ
0 (50)
with the 4×4 Dirac gamma matrices defined as
γ0 = σ1⊗1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, γ1 = −iσ2⊗1 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
(51)
(1 denotes the two-dimensional identity matrix). There are
three “external fields” in the single-wire action (45): the first
one expresses the Fermi momentum measured from the refer-
ence kx = −bj: kFµ = (0, kF), which couples to
γc5 = γ
0γ1 = σ3 ⊗ 1 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (52)
As will be seen in Sec. III B, the value of kF is determined by
requiring that we can correctly reproduce the S = 1/2 model
in the Mott insulating limit.
The second one kso,jµ = (0, k
j
so) ≡ (0,−mλso) comes from
the spin-orbit coupling (46) which acts on the spin indices
(+/−) through
γs5 = 1⊗ σ3 =
(
σ3 0
0 σ3
)
. (53)
Note that the matrix γs5 commutes with the other gamma ma-
trices:
[γµ, γs5] = 0 , [γ
c
5, γ
s
5] = 0. (54)
Last, the kZ,jµ for the Zeeman coupling (48) is given by
kZ,jµ = (0,−gµBH). After the gauge transformation similar
to that introduced in Sec. II C [see Eq. ]
Let us consider the meaning of these gamma matrices γc5
and γs5. To this end, it is convenient to apply the usual Abelian
bosonization [40] to the single-wire action (49):
Ra,j =
κa,j√
2pia0
exp (iφa,j,R)
La,j =
κa,j√
2pia0
exp (iφa,j,L) (a = +/−) ,
(55)
where κa,j denotes the Klein factors that ensure the anti-
commutation between the fermions with different spins (a)
and a0 is the cut-off parameter. Following the standard steps
in Abelian bosonization, the low-energy physics of a sin-
gle chain (j) is described by Φa,j = (φa,j,R + φa,j,L)/2,
Θa,j = (φa,j,R − φa,j,L)/2.
A gauge transformation ψj → exp(iϕc)ψj of the Dirac
fermion is related to the Josephson current ∂xϕc, while the
chiral transformation ψj → exp(iθcγc5)ψj is related to the
charge-density ρc = ∂xθc/pi [40]. Because of these features,
we put the subscript “c” to the corresponding gamma matrix
to represent the charge sector. We can understand the γs5 by
the same manner.
A spin-dependent transformation, which we call a spinon
gauge transformation,
ψ → eiϕsγs5ψ, ψ¯ → ψ¯e−iϕsγs5 (56)
is related to the spin current. The third transformation, dubbed
a spinon chiral transformation,
ψ → eiθsγc5γs5ψ, ψ¯ → ψ¯eiθsγc5γs5 (57)
is related to the spin density. This is quite natural as the Zee-
man coupling plays the role of “chemical potential” for the
spin density(
R†+R+ −R†−R−
)
+
(
L†+L+ − L†−L−
)
. (58)
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Mott-insulating limit. The spin degrees of
freeedom can exist only at the black spot and interact with each oth-
ers through the Wilson lines.
B. Spin model in Mott-insulating limit
Let us prepare chains (running in the x-direction) with the
lattice constant lx and place them on a plane with the inter-
wire distance ly . In order to construct a spin model, we have
to eliminate the charge fluctuations by stabilizing 4kF charge
density wave with strong electron-electron repulsion. As each
site is occupied by exactly one electron in the Mott-insulating
state (see Fig. 3), the average density of the Dirac fermion on a
one dimensional wire 2kF/pi should be equal to 1/lx. There-
fore if we set kF = pi/2lx and tune the density fluctuation
ρc = ∂xθc/pi to zero, a two-dimensional spin model whose
lattice constants are lx and ly is obtained. (we assume that θc
is pinned to the appropriate value. ) The resulting action for
the spinon degrees of freedom reads as
Sj,spinon =
∫
d2xψ¯′jiγ
µ
(
∂µ − ikj,soµ γs5 − ikj,Zµ γc5γs5
)
ψ′j .
(59)
Note that ψ′j and ψ¯′j are not the Dirac fermions. For more
precise treatment, we need to bosonize the original (spin-
ful) Dirac fermions and move from the fermion basis to the
bosonic basis (Luttinger liquids for charge and spin degrees
of freedom). If the charge sector is gapped out, then we can
get the bosonic theory which contains only the spin degrees of
freedom. Therefore the objects ψj and ψ¯j should be read as
ψ′j ∼ eiϕceiϕsγ
s
5eiθsγ
c
5γ
s
5κj (60)
ψ¯′j ∼ κ¯je−iϕce−iϕsγ
s
5eiθsγ
c
5γ
s
5 , (61)
where κj and κ¯j are the Klein factors. However, all we need
here is the form of the covariant derivative and the transfor-
mation properties of the objects ψ′j and ψ¯′j .
Next let us introduce a Wilson line and an interaction be-
tween two wires. The form of the Wilson line is
ψ¯′j+1 exp
[
i
∫ (j+1)ly
jly
dy
(
ksoy γ
s
5 + a
s
yγ
c
5γ
s
5
)]
ψ′j , (62)
where ksoy is the spin-orbit coupling on the plane and a
s
y is
an unknown field. Under a spinon gauge transformation, ksoy
behaves like a gauge field. As in Sec. II, we assume that we
have tailored the inter-chain interactions in such a way that the
spin-fields are constrained as
θj+1s + θ
j
s =
1
2
(
ϕj+1s − ϕjs
)
. (63)
C. Effective theories and quasiparticles
As in the construction of the Laughlin state in Sec. II C, if
there is a constraint of this type [see Eq. (63)], ay behaves
like a spinon gauge field under a spinon chiral transformation.
Therefore, it is possible to examine the role of asy in a similar
way to the Laughlin case. The Zeeman coupling is the aver-
age density of spin and ∂xasy is the spin density fluctuation.
Therefore asy is the U(1) Chern-Simons gauge field and the
bulk effective theory is the level-2 U(1) Chern-Simons gauge
theory. The gapless excitation in the bulk is suppressed by
the interaction and the gapped excitation is a spinon, which
has fractional statistics. On the other hand, the edge state is
described by the chiral Luttinger liquid.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed the reformulation of CWC
by using the Wilson line for the local gauge invariance. We
have taken the Laughlin state and the chiral spin liquid state
for the examples and derived the Chern-Simons gauge theo-
ries in the bulk for each. The quasiparticles and their statistics
have been naturally derived in the bulk space. For these rea-
sons, we conclude that the array of one-dimensional system
under an appropreate non-local interaction can be identified
with the two-dimensional topologically ordered state.
Finally, we would like to refer to a future problem about
the CWC. It is not trivial how the entanglement structure of
the whole system is constructed by the inter-wire interaction.
The entanglement entropy of the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid
defined on the each wire has the form STL = (1/3) log(l/ε).
On the other hand, that of the level-m U(1) Chern-Simons
gauge theory has the topological entanglement entropy term
− log√m. The difference between them should be under-
stood in the inter-wire interaction point of view. However,
because the CWC formulated above is analyzed in the semi-
classical limit, now we are not able to calculate quantum mea-
surements like the entanglement entropy.
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